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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a system of a tree evolutionary recurrent self-organizing models. Inherited from the Growing
Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map GHSOM. The proposed GHSOM variants are characterized by a hierarchical model,
composed of independent RSOMs (recurrent Self-Organizing Map). The case study of the proposed system is phoneme
recognition in continuous speech and speaker independent context. GHSOM variants serve az tools for developing intelligent systems and proposed artificial intelligence application.
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Introduction
Among the large number of research publications discussing the
SOM (Self-Organizing Map) [1, 2, 18, 19] different variants and
extensions have been introduced. One of the SOM based models is the Growing Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map (GHSOM)
[3-6]. The GHSOM is a neural architecture combining the advantages of two principal extensions of the self-organizing map,
dynamic growth and hierarchical structure. Basically, this neural
network model is composed of independent SOMs (many SOM),
each of which is allowed to grow in size during the training process until a certain quality criterion regarding data representation
is met. Consequently, the structure of this adaptive architecture
automatically adapts itself according to the structure of the input
space during the training process.
Speech production is a continuous and dynamic process. For a
neural network to be dynamic it must be given a memory. So recurrent SOM (RSOM) [7] is similar to the original SOM except

that each neuron has an associated recursive differential equation.
So the growing hierarchical recurrent self organizing map GH_
RSOM [8, 9] use a hierarchical structure of multiple layers where
each layer consists of a number of independent maps. Each unit
of the map defines a difference vector which is used for selecting
the best matching unit and also for adaptation of weights of the
map. Weight update is similar to the SOM algorithm, except that
weight vector vectors are moved towards recursive linear sum of
past difference vectors and the current input vector.
The contribution of this work is to create a cooperative system
composed of associated recurrent learning algorithm based on
the GHSOM model. The goal of the system of GH-RSOMs is
to create autonomous systems, the parts of which can learn from
each other.
In addition to this, each GH-RSOM system participates in the
decision in recognition phase.
The front-end preprocessor to the proposed competitive system
is a matrix of real-valued 12-dimensional vectors of mel cepstrum
coefficients. Each output unit is described by a general centroid
vector and information relating to each phoneme class described
by a mean vector, a label and an activation frequency [10].
In section 2, we explain the principles of the basic growing hierarchical self-organizing map algorithm and the variant of GHSOM
named GH_RSOM. In section 3, we propose the new cooperative system of GH-RSOMs by detailing each of its competitive
learning algorithms. In Section 4, we illustrate experimental results of the application of each isolated competitive model and
associated GH_RSOMs in classification of phonemes of TIMIT
speech corpus.

Basic GHSOM
The key idea of the growing hierarchical self organizing model
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(GHSOM) is to use a hierarchical structure of multiple layers
where each layer consists of a number of independent SOMs
(Figure 1). Only one SOM is used at the first layer of the hierarchy. For every neuron in this map a SOM might be added to
the next layer of the hierarchy. This principle is repeated with the
third and any further layers of the GHSOM.
The GHSOM grows in two dimensions: horizontally (by increasing the size of each SOM) and hierarchically (by increasing the
number of layers).
For horizontal growth, each SOM modifies itself in a systematic
way very similar to the growing grid [11] so that each neuron does
not represent too large an input space.

1.

2.

Check the average quantification error of each neuron to
ensure it is above certain given threshold: it indicates the desired granularity level of a data representation as a fraction
of the initial quantization error at layer 0
Assign a SOM layer to each neuron with an average quantification error greater than the given threshold, and train SOM
with input vectors mapped to this neuron.

Cooperative System
In this section, we present a system of GH_RSOMs based on the
association of unsupervised learning algorithms see (Figure 2).
The learning algorithms are:

For hierarchical growth, the principle is to periodically check
whether the lowest layer of SOMs have achieved sufficient coverage for the underlying input data. The basic steps of the horizontal growth and the hierarchical growth of the GHSOM are
summarized in the algorithm below [12].

•
•

For growing in width, each SOM will attempt to modify its layout
and increase its total number of neurons systematically so that
each neuron is not covering too large an input space. The training
proceeds as follows:

The different learning algorithms have the similar competition
principle. So in this cooperative system each isolated subsystem
can be considered as an autonomous system. But, each of them
can learn from the other. The resulting of each subsystem is a
growing hierarchical recurrent model.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The weights of each neuron are initialized with random values.
The standard SOM training algorithm is applied.
The neuron with the largest deviation between its weight vector and the input vectors that represents is chosen as the error neuron.
A row or a column is inserted between the error neuron
and the most dissimilar neighbour neuron in terms of input
space.
Steps 2-4 are repeated until the mean quantization error
(MQE) reaches a given threshold, a fraction of the average
quantification error of neuron i, in the proceeding layer of
the hierarchy.

As for deepening the hierarchy of the GHSOM, the general
idea is to keep checking whether the lowest level of SOMs have
achieved enough coverage for the underlying input data.
The details are as follows:

•
•

GH_RSOM based on a sequential learning.
GH_seqopt_RSOM based on an optimized sequential learning.
GH_DeS_RSOM with a conscience term.
GH_Ad_RSOM with locally adapting neighborhood radii.

Each subsystem during training phase, when a sample input vector is attributed to a BMU neuron, we save its corresponding
vector, its label and updates its frequency activation, in order to
enrich information [10]. By this way, each neuron of each map of
the hierarchy is characterized by:
•
•

A general centroid vector (GCV): determined by means of
Kohonen update rule.
Information relating to each phoneme class attributed to a
neuron :
I. Mean vector (MV) of the phoneme class.
II. Label of the phoneme class.
III. Frequency activation of the phoneme class.

During recognition phase, a decision in each subsystem is operated in two steps. At a first step, for each test sample vector presented we search for the BMU among all general centroid vectors
(GCV) of a map. Thereafter, inside the selected BMU neuron, we

Figure 1. Growing hierarchical self-organizing map.
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search for the best mean vector (MV) of different classes of the
selected neuron, in terms of minimal Euclidean distance see (Figure 3). For the selected best mean vector we retain its label and
its frequency activation. Each subsystem presents to the decision
system these informations (label and its frequency activation for
example “ae(60)”). Decision rule maximises proposed solutions.
Reccurent GHSOM (GH_RSOM)
The recurrent SOM (RSOM) [7] is an extension to the Kohonen’s
SOM that enables neurons to compete to represent temporal
properties in the data. Therefore, the RSOM introduces leaky
integrators (i.e. recurrent connectivity) into the neural output. A
schematic picture of an RSOM is shown in (Figure 4).
The growing hierarchical recurrent self organizing map GH_
RSOM is a variant of GHSOM which uses a hierarchical structure of multiple layers where each layer consists of a number of
independent maps. Each neuron of the map defines a difference
vector which is used for selecting the best matching neuron and
also for adaptation of weights of the map. Weight update is similar to the SOM algorithm, except that weight vectors are moved
towards recursive linear sum of past difference vectors and the
current input vector. In the GH_RSOM each map of each layer is
a recurrent SOM (RSOM) [8].
Optimized sequential learning (GH_seqopt_RSOM)
The sequential recurrent learning algorithm is modified in such a
way that each unit has its own specific learning rate αi and neighborhood radius [14].
GH_RSOM with a conscience term (GH_DeS_RSOM)
GH-DeS-RSOM. is composed of independent RSOMs (many
recurrent SOM), each neuron of each map of the hierarchy is
characterized by a conscious term and more than a prototype vector [15].
GH_RSOM with locally adapting neighborhood radii (GH_
Ad_RSOM)

The proposed GH-Ad-RSOM is a hierarchical model, that composed of independent RSOMs (many RSOM), based on locally
adapting neighborhood radii [16].

Experimental Results
In this work we have implemented four variants of the growing hierarchical recurrent SOM and the cooperative systems. We
made experiments on voiced segment of continuous speech. The
system is composed of three main components: first, signal filtering, vowels mel cepstrum coefficients production. The input
space is composed by 16 ms frames of 12 mel cepstrum coefficients. 3 middle frames are selected for each phoneme. The second component is the learning module. The third component is
the phoneme classification module.
Each output unit of the proposed GHSOM variants and the cooperative systems is described by a general centroid vector and
information relating to each phoneme class described by a mean
vector, a label and an activation frequency.
TIMIT corpus was used to evaluate the proposed systems in continuous speech and speaker independent context. TIMIT database contains a total of 6300 sentences, 10 sentences spoken by
each of 630 speakers from 8 major dialect regions.
The data is recorded at a sample rate of 16 KHz at 16 bits per
sample.
In experiments, we used the New England dialect region (DR1)
composed of 31 males and 18 females.
We have implemented the cited GH_RSOM variants and compared each isolated subsystem with the cooperative systems. For
all experiments parameter г1 which controls the actual growth
process of these models is set to 0.7 and the parameter г2 which
controls the minimum granularity of data representation is set
to 0.02. All maps are trained for 200 iterations and the memory
coefficient is set to 0.35.
According to (Table 1) and (Figure 5), cooperative systems im-

Figure 2. Cooperative Systems.
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Figure 3. Recognition schema in each subsystem.
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Figure 4. Recurrent self-organizing map (RSOM) (Each unit involves an exponentially
weighted linear recurrent filter with the impulse response).
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Table 1. Vowels recognition rates (training set and test set).
GH-RSOM
GH-seqopt-RSOM GH-DeS-RSOM GH-Ad-RSOM Cooperative systems
train
test
train
test
train
test
train
test
train
test
45.48 30.21
60.01
40.28 59.38
40.22
77.45 60.19
84.95
73.13
44.20 31.14
71.11
44.52 56.22
44.69
74.20 59.20
85.90
71.26
39.50 26.38
66.23
52.30 49.30
39.72
80.08 66.38
85.77
68.60
36.66 25.56
59.40
49.24 79.66
50.11
81.73 67.80
82.19
78.32
60.28 40.20
59.66
38.52 61.20
50.44
79.20 56.66
90.33
74.18
64.38 39.56
80.30
61.66 47.50
28.60
69.40 51.23
88.82
76.64
51.20 37.11
59.28
33.48 70.74
59.20
66.30 49.19
93.63
69.44
52.49 24.20
50.24
30.20 66.44
41.19
73.11 44.28
92.01
72.67
49.89 29.50
60.44
29.50 55.32
27.40
71.29 52.30
88.55
73.28
55.48 32.20
64.52
22.48 59.28
40.99
48.57 27.40
83.00
77.14
56.78 20.12
70.28
29.60 71.55
46.71
82.19 56.80
92.98
68.23
52.28 36.66
77.40
40.50 70.20
49.48
86.18 66.34
79.28
72.86
50.78 20.14
68.71
41.28 53.40
26.50
79.88 50.19
99.02
76.60
46.14 21.12
36.42
20.16 39.28
20.40
69.80 50.30
97.09
78.79
38.20 20.16
59.88
46.34 58.40
47.20
70.28 51.80
91.11
77.50
42.58 18.42
63.29
52.20 57.89
39.40
66.47 42.20
89.84
72.45
52.11 30.12
52.28
40.48 60.30
30.30
69.90 45.30
81.28
63.03
50.22 31.67
56.77
49.30 51.44
31.29
83.38 56.80
83.32
66.43
63.49 50.22
70.31
56.60 59.70
40.20
77.60 42.50
72.98
70.91
28.14 19.38
60.12
41.38 70.66
55.19
67.20 37.80
89.23
80.23
49.01 29.20
62.33
41.00 59.89
40.46
73.71 51.73
87.56
71.69
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Figure 5. Vowel Recognition Rates.
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prove the recognition accuracy both in training and test set.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented three GH_RSOM variants, GH_
RSOM with an optimized sequential learning, GH_RSOM based
on a conscience term and GH_RSOM based on locally adapting
neighborhood radii.
We have proposed also a system of multi_GH_RSOM based on
the association of different GH_RSOM variants of unsupervised
learning algorithms. The objective of such system is to create a
cooperative system based on different competitive learning algorithms. The case study of such algorithms is phoneme recognition in continuous speech and speaker independent.
The aim of cooperative learning is to make different learning system collaborate, in order to reach at an agreement for a common
dataset. The different learning system can produce different partitioning of the same dataset, finding a consensual classification
from these results is often a hard task. the collaborative system
tries to find the most relevant results For decision-making task.
The main results are as follows:
The proposed learning process based on multiple prototype vectors and information saved during training serves as a tool to
reach better recognition accuracy.
GH-Ad-RSOM provides best recognition rates in comparison
with other GH_RSOM variants. Cooperative system provides
best recognition rates if it is proved by all subsystems.
As a future work, we suggest to study different learning variants
of the recurrent GHSOM in domain application. For example
hybridize GH_RSOM and genetic algorithm.
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